In what book does someone smell like Meat and Smoke?
Page: 5 Title: Dog Diaries: Ginger

In what book did the main character peer through a hole and discover that she was surrounded by shoes?
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In what book was the urge to piddle a "sharp, shivery feeling"?
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In what book is a ribbon very salty but hard to swallow?
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In what book did a newspaper make the main character scared and nervous?
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In what book did mysterious scents come streaming in from an open window?
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In what book did a raccoon slash a character across the nose?
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In what book was there a hole in the ground, underneath a fence?
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In what book did the main character save a boy who fell into a lake?
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In what book was playing ball in water more fun than playing ball on the land?
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In what book did the main character learn that the box on wheels was called a Truck?
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In what book does the main character piddle and look for something to chew when she gets nervous?
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In what book did the main character find a box of slimy stuff which she realized was actually Pizza Pie?
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In what book were cats called standoffish?
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In what book did the main character learn to eat quickly from her days in the wild?
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In what book did someone become afraid of dogs because a big dog jumped up and knocked him down when he was a toddler?
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In what book was doing tricks a great way to get treats between meals?
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In what book does the main character make an excellent foot warmer?
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In what book was the main character the firstborn out of six?
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In what book did someone piddle in a closet?
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